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2°C
So how do we measure adaptation?



Differences between measuring mitigation and adaptation

 No single global universal metric for adaptation progress
A variety of indicators is used for different purposes

Mitigation Adaptation
Subject of 
measurement

Physical 
quantities

Physical, 
socio-

economic
Objective scale 
available?

Yes
(°C, ppm, 
tonnes)

No

Unit of measure-
ment context 
dependent?

No Yes

Leiter, T. & Pringle, P. (2018). Pitfalls and potential of measuring 
adaptation through metrics. UNEP-DTU.

Leiter, T., et al. (2019). Adaptation Metrics: Current Landscape 
and evolving practices. Background paper for the Global 
Commission on Adaptation.
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Challenges for 
developing 
adaptation metrics!

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323838261_Pitfalls_and_potential_of_measuring_climate_change_adaptation_through_adaptation_metrics#page=141
https://gca.org/reports/adaptation-metrics-current-landscape-and-evolving-practices/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323838261_Pitfalls_and_potential_of_measuring_climate_change_adaptation_through_adaptation_metrics#page=141
https://gca.org/reports/adaptation-metrics-current-landscape-and-evolving-practices/


Inputs, outputs and outcomes

Useful to clarify what is being measured:

• Inputs: resources invested in an intervention 
(time, money, know-how)

• Outputs: Products or services resulting from 
an intervention

• Outcomes: “achieved short-term and 
medium term effects of an intervention’s 
outputs”

Source: OECD (2002): Glossary of Key Terms in Evaluation and 
Results Based Management. 
https://www.oecd.org/dac/evaluation/glossaryofkeytermsinevaluationandresultsbasedmanagement.htm
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https://www.oecd.org/dac/evaluation/glossaryofkeytermsinevaluationandresultsbasedmanagement.htm


Assessing adaptation outcomes – further challenges

 Assessments of adaptation outcomes need to consider who benefits.  Is vulnerability 
just being shifted from one group to another?

 Effectiveness can vary with different levels of climate risk, e.g., achievements can 
literally get “washed away” by more intense extreme events.

Characteristic Description
Complexity Climate risks interact with other drivers (e.g., overuse of natural resources, population 

growth) and with political & economic developments  challenges for attribution

Time horizon Climate risks increase over time as long as GHG emissions rise  what is effective 
against current climate risks may be insufficient against future risk levels

Uncertainty Uncertainty in future GHG emission levels causes uncertainty in projected climate 
impacts  there’ll be a range of risk levels to measure effectiveness against

Maladaptation Need to account for adverse side effects of adaptation (e.g., more air 
conditioning powered by fossil fuels = more emissions)

Equity Need to account for uneven distribution of benefits: adaptation of some groups 
can be at the expense of others 

See Chapter 17.5.2 
Adaptation monitoring, 
evaluation and learning
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https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg2/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGII_Chapter17.pdf


Approaches & data sources of potential use for a global assessment 

• Global adaptation indicators 

• A global adaptation index

• UNEP Adaptation Gap Report

• National adaptation M&E systems

• Global Adaptation Mapping Initiative
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Global adaptation indicators

Requirements:

• Relevance to all countries

• Global data availability

• Common measurement standards

• Meaningfulness for adaptation

• Political agreement

IPCC AR6 WGII (2022):

“A set of all-purpose and globally applicable standard 
indicators that could comprehensively measure 
adaptation does not exist (high confidence)” (p.17-93)
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Chapter 17.5.2 
Adaptation monitoring, 
evaluation and learning

What about a global adaptation index?

• Construction including indicator selection,  
weighting, normalisation and data sources 
have a profound impact on scores

• Ability to guide policy decisions is limited
• See IPCC AR6 WGII Chapter 17.5.2.3 for further references

See chapter 5 
in the 2017 AGR

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg2/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGII_Chapter17.pdf
https://www.unep.org/resources/adaptation-gap-report-2017
https://www.unep.org/resources/adaptation-gap-report-2017


Global climate funds face 
difficulties finding adaptation 
indicators 
• that are relevant across 

their portfolio
• That go beyond the output-

level

Even where similar indicators 
are employed, each fund uses 
its own calculation methods, 
making data incomparable
across funds

See the 2019 background 
paper to the Global 
Commission on Adaptation:

(Table continues in 
the publication) https://gca.org/reports/adaptation-metrics-

current-landscape-and-evolving-practices/

https://gca.org/reports/adaptation-metrics-current-landscape-and-evolving-practices/
https://gca.org/reports/adaptation-metrics-current-landscape-and-evolving-practices/
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2022 Title of the presentationPage 9

https://www.adaptationcommunit
y.net/wp-
content/uploads/2017/09/Policy-
Brief_Measuring-vulnerability-
through-global-indices-GIZ.pdf

Global 
vulnerability/risk 
indices lead to 
notably different 
rankings which 
illustrates how 
dependent they are 
on the choice of input 
data and aggregation 
method

https://www.adaptationcommunity.net/monitoring-evaluation/policy-briefs/
https://www.adaptationcommunity.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Policy-Brief_Measuring-vulnerability-through-global-indices-GIZ.pdf


Adaptation Gap Report by UNEP
A global assessment of adaptation progress along three dimensions:

1. Planning
• Scope: National adaptation planning
• Quality of adaptation plans

2. Finance
• Multilateral and bilateral adaptation finance

3. Implementation
• Internationally-funded adaptation projects
• Global Adaptation Mapping Initiative
• Actions reported by countries in submissions to UNFCCC

+ Effectiveness (new chapter in 2022)
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https://www.unep.org/resources/adaptation-gap-report-2021
https://www.unep.org/resources/adaptation-gap-report-2020


Global stocktake of human adaptation
 Global Adaptation Mapping Initiative (GAMI)

 What evidence does the literature contain on 
implemented adaptation?

 Scope: All journals, 2013-2019
 Team of 120+ authors
 Found 1,682 articles

 Analysis:
 7 topics (Cities, Food, Health, Oceans, Poverty, Terrestrial 

ecosystems, Water)
 7 regions
 Questionnaire (codebook) to analyse each article by 

multiple researchers
 Entered responses into a database
 Synthesised across topics
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-021-01170-y

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-021-01170-y
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-021-01170-y


Global stocktake of national adaptation M&E systems

How many countries are tracking progress?

Two approaches:

Intention-based
Statements of intent about 
M&E, e.g. in NAPs, NDCs or 
National Communications

Evidence-based 
Evidence that NAP M&E is 
under development or in 

operation
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Chapter 3 in 
the 
Adaptation 
Gap Report 
2020

Open access: 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/a
rticle/pii/S1462901121002379?via%3Dihub

Examples of evidence are:
• Progress or evaluation reports 
• Documents outlining the 

development of NAP M&E 
systems

• Information from people 
involved in the development 
process of the M&E system

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1462901121002379?via%3Dihub
https://www.unep.org/resources/adaptation-gap-report-2020
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1462901121002379?via%3Dihub


Global stocktake of national adaptation M&E systems
Development phase Application

Early stage: 6 Stalled prior 
to 2015: 6

Advanced: 
22

Approved: 5 NAP progress 
report 
published: 23*

NAP 
evaluation 
published: 15

Benin, Cook 
Islands, Jordan, 
Paraguay, Sri 
Lanka, Uganda 

Australia, 
Mongolia, Nepal, 
Poland, Tanzania, 
Tunisia 

Albania, Bulgaria, 
Cameroon,
Canada, 
Colombia, 
Ethiopia, Fiji,
Grenada, Ireland, 
Moldova, 
Morocco,
Mozambique, 
Nauru, Peru, 
Rwanda,
Senegal, St. 
Vincent and the
Grenadines, 
Suriname, Thailand,
Togo, Tonga, 
Vietnam

Finland, Indonesia, 
Philippines, 
St. Lucia, Turkey

Austria, Belgium 
(Flanders),
Brazil, Burkina Faso, 
Cambodia,
Chile, Cyprus, 
France, Germany,
Japan, Kenya, 
Kiribati, Lithuania,
Mexico, 
Netherlands (Delta
Programme), 
Norway, Portugal,
Slovakia, Spain, 
South Africa, South
Korea, Switzerland, 
United Kingdom
*+ Sweden + Costa 
Rica = 25

Belgium, 
Cambodia, Chile, 
Czech
Republic, Finland, 
France, Germany,
Ireland, Mexico, 
Netherlands,
Philippines, South 
Korea, Spain,
Switzerland, United 
Kingdom
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As of 1 August 2021

See Table 3
If a country is missing, please email: 
T.L.Leiter@lse.ac.uk

mailto:T.L.Leiter@lse.ac.uk


AdComs: # and vehicles

@TimoLeiter IPCC AR5 WGII
Chapter 17.5



Chapter 17.5



Conclusion:
“the combination of different approaches will 
provide a more comprehensive picture of
global adaptation progress than is currently 
available from individual approaches (low evidence, 
high agreement).” (p.17-99)



Conclusion
 No single approach / data source on global adaptation
 Set of global adaptation indicators:

 What purpose / what exactly should they inform?
 Data availability, methods and political agreement

 Pragmatic approaches:
 Available information on relevant dimensions (approach of the 

Adaptation Gap Report)
 Information from national adaptation progress reports
 Information from civil society and professional organisations

 Comprehensive picture of global adaptation only possible 
through a combination of approaches
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Chapter 17.5



Publications
ResearchGate: Timo Leiter
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http://www.researchgate.net/profile/Timo_Leiter
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318133293_Key_considerations_for_monitoring_and_evaluation_of_community-based_adaptation_to_climate_change_lessons_from_experience
https://www.adaptationcommunity.net/monitoring-evaluation/project-level-adaptation-me/
https://www.adaptationcommunity.net/monitoring-evaluation/national-level-adaptation/
https://www.unep.org/resources/adaptation-gap-report-2020
https://www.unep.org/resources/adaptation-gap-report-2021
https://www.unep.org/resources/adaptation-gap-report-2017
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-43702-6_18
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323838261_Pitfalls_and_potential_of_measuring_climate_change_adaptation_through_adaptation_metrics
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/ev.20135
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-021-01170-y
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1462901121002379
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2589811621000252
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/13563890221074173


Thank you!           T.L.Leiter@lse.ac.uk

Publications on ResearchGate: Timo Leiter @ TimoLeiter

www.researchgate.net/profile/Timo_Leiter

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiOz_r6jqnUAhVJQBoKHYrwCG4QjRwIBw&url=https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter_Inc.&psig=AFQjCNHuNV5ur4RMki4uuUGR-9yOl-ht8Q&ust=1496834978655124
http://www.researchgate.net/profile/Timo_Leiter
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